Little Tokyo Service Center is a social service and community development organization that improves the lives of individuals and families and promotes the rich heritage of Southern California’s ethnic communities.

WELCOME

It’s an honor and privilege to introduce myself as the new President of Little Tokyo Service Center’s Board of Directors. As Dick Kaku steps down after four years of dedicated service, I am both thankful for his generous leadership and grateful for the opportunity to build upon his example.

LTSC’s mission immediately resonated with me upon my introduction to the organization years ago by past LTSC Board President and Little Tokyo giant, Alan Nishio. And as a Japanese American woman, an Angeleno, and a nonprofit professional, I connected deeply with LTSC’s vision.

While its rich history and depth of programs and services are remarkable in their own right, I was most impressed with the organization’s staunch values, unwavering spirit, and heroic staff. I saw this in action when the pandemic hit – how brilliant minds and big hearts nimbly developed thoughtful, innovative solutions to meet the critical needs of clients, residents, and the community. And I continue to see it now, as we tackle urgent and complex issues, including the housing crisis and suicide prevention.

In 2022, I witnessed LTSC begin to expand from a local service provider to a visionary industry leader – applying over 40 years of expertise to new ventures, sharing wisdom with neighboring communities, and amplifying its voice to impact larger systems and policies – all executed in true LTSC fashion, values-first, with boots firmly planted on the ground.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I’m truly honored to help lead this organization through its fifth decade of creating positive change for people and places.

As you read this report, I hope you immerse yourself in the inspiring stories, take pride in how you’ve supported our mission and look forward to the positive change we’ll continue to achieve, together.

Sincerely,

CLAIRE KITAYAMA
Board President,
Little Tokyo Service Center

LTSC’s Paul I. Terasaki Budokan community facility celebrated its grand opening in 2022, hosting diverse programming including basketball, comedy improvisation, taiko and more. Art Ishii, Head Instructor of Matsubayashi Ryu Karate Dojo, leads a karate class for all ages and skill levels in the Budokan gym.
Walking into Paul I. Terasaki Budokan, it’s easy to tell that it’s a beloved place. Children’s artwork lines the walls and the air is filled with the steady beat of taiko drums or the flowing rhythm of hula music on any given day. Artifacts from the community’s rich history await curious visitors in display cases depicting the project’s 30-year journey.

Thousands gathered from across the region to celebrate with culturally-rich performances, speeches from those integral to Budokan’s success, youth games, martial art demonstrations, tributes and more, including NBA legend and Basketball Hall of Famer, Jerry West, who reminded the community what can happen when we work hard and dream big.

Many of those who had seen the project through from beginning to end soaked in the celebration with pride and satisfaction. Former LTSC Board President, Debra Nakatomi, had tears in her eyes as she walked through the gym, reveling in the manifestation of the dream she helped chase for decades. “It felt like 30 years of pent up demand was unleashed in one day,” said Ryan Lee, Director of Terasaki Budokan. “I’m excited to see Budokan serve as a foothold to ensure our community’s spirit will endure for future generations.”

Kent Yoshimura, the artist behind Budokan’s “To Catch the Moon” mural, shared, “Having lived near and in Little Tokyo, and having been a visitor of Little Tokyo all my life, I do believe that this is one of the most important buildings here. It’s extremely important to have a space where all of us can gather and feel like we’re part of something.”

The decades-long dream of bringing community space to the Downtown LA neighborhood was finally realized when Budokan celebrated its Grand Opening in 2022. Located within one of only four remaining official Japantowns in the US, Budokan’s opening cemented LTSC’s vision of vibrant community engagement, with the “home court for all” providing opportunities for visitors to connect with the Little Tokyo neighborhood and Japanese American culture.

“‘It’s extremely important to have a space where all of us can gather and feel like we’re part of something.’
Kent Yoshimura
Artist and Little Tokyo Stakeholder

Wrapped gifts distributed to youth during the holiday season
Visitors and 10 interns impacted by Terasaki Budokan
LTSC residents attended NeighborWorks’ Community Leadership Institute training in North Carolina
Families received holiday food baskets from our Navidad en el Barrio event
For Jackie Hernandez, moving into Casa Heiwa with her family at the age of 5 was life-changing.

LTSC’s affordable housing provided programs and services to Jackie and her family, fostering a sense of support and belonging throughout her upbringing. Now, at 26, not only has she discovered her passion for working with kids, but she’s also formed a support network that surpasses anything she believes she could have found elsewhere.

“A core part of LTSC’s resident services is providing youth with opportunities and experiences to allow them to create their own paths forward,” said Nancy Alcaraz, LTSC Director of Resident Services, highlighting LTSC’s commitment to empowering youth.

“Getting LTSC’s help impacted me in a really positive way. They make us feel like we’re family.”

Jackie
LTSC resident and former staff

After attending the Casa Heiwa after-school program as a child and the summer mentorship program as a teen, Jackie’s journey came full circle when Nancy encouraged her to apply for an AmeriCorps internship with LTSC’s Mi CASA after-school program – an opportunity to give back to the very organization that played such a pivotal role in her life.

“My favorite part of my AmeriCorps position was working with the kids. I looked forward to the hands-on experience, being present in the after-school program, and helping the kids with their homework,” Jackie shared. For 10 months, Jackie worked with youth residents from LTSC’s housing, often leading art workshops that eventually sparked her interest in pursuing an art therapy career. “I think if I didn’t have LTSC, I wouldn’t have the same support. Being here for so many years and getting all their help impacted me in a really positive way. They make us feel like we’re family.”

“Ge_tting LTSC’s help impacted me in a really positive way. They make us feel like we’re family.”

Jackie
LTSC resident and former staff

“Ge_tting LTSC’s help impacted me in a really positive way. They make us feel like we’re family.”

Jackie facilitates arts and crafts workshops with youth in LTSC’s Mi CASA after school program (above, above and left).
FILLING SILENCE WITH COMMUNITY

Shirley remembers a time, not that long ago, when silence filled the majority of her days.

When she first moved to JCI Gardens in the South Bay nine years ago, she was eager to settle into the independent style of living offered by the senior housing facility managed by LTSC. But when the pandemic hit, she suddenly found herself grappling with the effects of confinement and limited socialization, witnessing the same among many of her neighbors who, like her, live alone.

A few months before the pandemic, knowing the benefits of keeping seniors socially connected, LTSC welcomed Cheryl to the JCI Gardens staff as the new Senior Activities Coordinator. And while Cheryl initially pivoted the new programming to keep seniors safe, activities have now returned in-person, something Shirley takes advantage of every chance she gets.

She and her fellow residents enjoy access to a weekly program of recreational activities, social gatherings, and group outings, with many benefiting from the ability to communicate in their native language. Shirley looks forward to spending time with a group of fellow Japanese-speaking women, who she connects with over shared life experiences and health tips.

“I try to participate as much as possible. If we didn’t have these activities, I never would have talked to or known any of these ladies, I would have just stayed up in my room.”

Shirley
LTSC senior activity participant

“‘If we didn’t have these activities, I never would have talked to or known any of these ladies, I would have just stayed up in my room.’”

Shirley participates in an exercise class at JCI Gardens (above).

Senior activities at JCI Gardens include movement, arts and crafts, outings and more (above and right).

HELPING SENIORS BY THE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25%</th>
<th>500+</th>
<th>27+</th>
<th>72</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of adults in the US are reported to be caregivers, with 1 in 6 adults receiving help</td>
<td>Wellness check calls conducted for seniors in LTSC buildings</td>
<td>Senior activities from movement to education to arts &amp; crafts are available 5 days per week</td>
<td>Community presentations on topics like caregiving resources, Alzheimer’s disease, and AAPI safety conducted in multiple languages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Sitting around a table with coffee and pastries in hand every Friday morning, they laugh and smile as they reminisce about where they’ve been and how, through everything, they’ve come to be together now.”

LTSC’s senior activities have allowed Shirley to once again feel connected with her community. As the program goes on, and she continues to stay active and engaged with her newfound friends through activities like chair yoga and raijo taiso, she hopes that others will join and see the immense value of what the program has to offer.
The ability to call East Hollywood “home” has grown more challenging in recent years for many local residents struggling to make ends meet.

Accelerated gentrification and for-profit housing have displaced family-owned businesses and individuals, threatening the vibrant diversity and culture that shape the neighborhood’s identity. But in the midst of this rapidly-changing landscape stands a testament to the determination of a community worth fighting for.

In 2022, LTSC broke ground on our largest housing project to date to build 187 affordable units at the Vermont/Santa Monica Metro Station in East Hollywood. The transit-oriented development will include community-serving retail space, prioritizing local small businesses as tenants, as well as on-site supportive services for residents via Housing Works.

“We want to ensure a positive impact on the neighborhood’s health, while also doing our part to alleviate the housing crisis,” said Debbie Chen, LTSC Director of Real Estate Development. “LTSC is taking a holistic and responsible approach towards community development by collaborating with the East Hollywood Neighborhood Council and individual community organizations to ensure the neighborhood sees their needs represented.”

Jillian Schultz, Corresponding Secretary of the East Hollywood Neighborhood Council, commended LTSC for its approach, as opposed to for-profit developers. “What I’ve witnessed LTSC doing is the complete opposite of what every other developer is doing. They’ve allowed for things like deep community engagement, returning to meetings over and over again, listening to the concerns that are being expressed by the community. To me, it’s a model for the type of development that should be happening all over Los Angeles,” she shared.

LTSC’s vision for SMV goes beyond bricks and mortar. It embodies our mission to strengthen communities of color and support low-income residents, wherever the need exists.
When Ashley (they/them) uprooted their life in Los Angeles to earn their Master’s degree in Art Therapy and Counseling in Pennsylvania, they had no way of predicting they would find themselves unhoused while juggling school, an internship, and two jobs.

As Ashley struggled to find their footing, they sought out therapy to help them through the tough transition. But their search brought up options that were too expensive, difficult to travel to, or with therapists that didn’t share Ashley’s cultural background or identity. As a second-generation, non-binary Asian American student, Ashley was grappling with feeling “othered” in their predominantly white and cis-gendered surroundings – and wanted to talk with someone who would understand.

Fortunately, Ashley found CT Stream, a Changing Tides (CT) initiative launched in 2022 that aims to make mental health services more accessible for young people in the AANHPI (Asian American Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander) community and beyond. At no cost to them, Ashley was matched with an art therapist from CT Stream’s directory of culturally-sensitive providers and completed ten therapy sessions. Having a shared identity with their therapist allowed them to finally feel heard and understood. And with the added benefit of CT Stream’s virtual care option, they enjoyed the flexibility they needed, without sacrificing the quality of care they deserve.

“When working with a therapist who has a similar background to me meant that I didn’t have to explain any of my traumas, or my identities, or why those are so impactful to me. This program has been so important in helping validate my experiences and making sure that I’m getting what I need,” Ashley shared. “It really changes your life to have a team there who can truly support you.”

Ashley’s experience has not only given them tools to handle life’s many curveballs, but also reassurance from knowing that Changing Tides is dedicated to promoting culturally inclusive mental health resources for people like them.

Matthew Yonemura, CT Program Coordinator, said, “The need for better access to mental health services in our community has never been clearer. Asians are the least likely racial group to seek mental health support, and suicide is currently the number one cause of death for AANHPI youth. CT Stream aims to not only provide access to mental health services, but to ensure that those services are tailored to the specific needs of our community, whether that means in-language care or culturally-sensitive providers.”
For Yuka and Malina, becoming first-time business owners wasn’t easy.

In 2021, the pair took over Kuragami Florist in Little Tokyo from Masami and Mary Onoue, who ran the business since 1984. With assistance from LTSC small business counselor Mariko Lochridge, Kuragami Florist found new life with the next generation of entrepreneurs. Yuka and Malina were determined to preserve the shop’s 39-year legacy while adapting to modern times. With a loyal client base and a debt-free lease, they rebranded the shop as Little Tokyo Florist, proudly highlighting its location-based identity. However, as the pandemic set in, they faced a flurry of setbacks like supply chain issues, inflation, and reduced consumer spending. But, out of troubling times came innovative change. With Mariko’s guidance, they were able to generate new revenue streams by launching a joint merchandise venture with another local small business, CRFT by Maki. To their delight, this venture ignited their passion for community collaboration and placed it at the core of their refreshed business model.

“We’re grateful to LTSC and Mariko for helping us continue to do what we love.”

Yuka
Owner, Little Tokyo Florist

“I want to carry on Kuragami Florist’s legacy, but we can’t be doing the same thing as 30 years ago. It’s fun for us to try something new, especially something we couldn’t do by ourselves. Collaborating lets us help each other, and that’s what community really is. We’re teaching each other and keeping our Little Tokyo community going, together. That’s been a great experience through the collaborations that Mariko helped us launch in partnership with CRFT by Maki,” Yuka said.

As Little Tokyo Florist prepares to celebrate its 40th anniversary in 2024, LTSC is proud to have supported them every step of the way. Yuka shared, “From the ownership change to securing financing during the pandemic to cultivating collaborations among the Little Tokyo small business community, we’re grateful to LTSC and Mariko for helping us continue to do what we love.”

SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESSES BY THE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborations facilitated between Little Tokyo businesses including knowledge sharing and joint marketing</th>
<th>In small business grants and loans secured after 2022 COVID relief funds ended</th>
<th>Neighborhoods with small businesses, supported by LTSC, spanning from South Bay to San Gabriel Valley</th>
<th>Counseling hours provided 14 types of assistance from business planning to policy advocacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>600+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Little Tokyo Florist co-owners Yuka and Malina process flowers in their storefront (above and left).

Little Tokyo Florist co-owners Yuka and Malina process flowers for a custom arrangement (above).
2022 HIGHLIGHTS
YOU MADE THIS POSSIBLE!

The Paul I. Terasaki Budokan celebrated its Grand Opening, realizing the decades-long dream of bringing the community center to Little Tokyo.

Changing Tides hosted the inaugural Ripple Effect: Walk for Suicide Prevention, raising funds for mental health support while honoring those lost to suicide.

Assemblymember Al Muratsuchi recognized Changing Tides as a “2022 Nonprofit Program of the Year” for its support of mental health in the AAPI community.

With support from organizations like LTSC, ballot Measure ULA (United to House LA) passed, significantly increasing resources for affordable housing development throughout the city.

Community engagement with Skid Row ahead of the Umeya housing development combined efforts from LTSC’s homeless services, real estate team, community organizers and resident artist.

Four LTSC residents attended the NeighborWorks Community Leadership Institute in North Carolina, strengthening the voices of our resident leaders while making plans for positive community change.

Santa Monica Vermont Apartments, a 187-unit affordable housing development, broke ground at the Metro station in East Hollywood.

LA City Council approved the Legacy Business Program, incorporating LTSC recommendations, to support long-standing small businesses impacted by gentrification and displacement.

Budokan became home to 15 regular programs including Mi CASA after school program and J-Town Senior Connection.

Sake on the Rocks successfully returned in person to the JACCC Plaza with over 700 attendees.

Contributions $2,519,965
Grants $11,557,138
Event Revenue $688,445
Fees for Service $2,297,105
Real Estate Revenue $731,546
Budokan Rental & Activities $525,538
Gain/(Loss) on Investments ($110,562)
Forgiveness of Debt $1,496,450
Miscellaneous Income $210,164

REVENUE
EXPENSE

Program Service $11,431,079
Fundraising $812,738
General and Admin $1,424,150

LA City Council approved the Legacy Business Program, incorporating LTSC recommendations, to support long-standing small businesses impacted by gentrification and displacement.
WAYS TO GIVE

DONATE online at www.LTSC.org, by calling 213-473-1613, or by check made out to “LTSC” and mailed to Donations / Little Tokyo Service Center / 231 E. Third St, G-106 / Los Angeles, CA 90013.

VOLUNTEER with one of our programs! Make a difference in the lives of our clients and residents and positively impact the community. Opportunities range from one-time event help to providing ongoing support for various programs.

PLANNED GIVING is a way to support LTSC in the future by making arrangements now in your estate plan.

MATCHING GIFTS are made by thousands of companies that “match” employee charitable contributions with corporate dollars. A corporate matching gift can double, or even triple, the impact of your personal contribution.

DONATE A VEHICLE is a convenient alternative to selling or trading. It’s easy, free, tax-deductible, and the proceeds go directly to LTSC.

SHOPPING and enrolling in Ralphs Community Contribution Program.

IN-KIND DONATIONS of items or professional services to benefit our clients directly or contribute to our annual Silent Auction.

SPONSOR a LTSC fundraising event, like Sake on the Rocks. Gain visibility for your business while supporting vital community programs.

Visit www.LTSC.org for more information
Donate to LTSC today >
THANK YOU

A very special thank you to LTSC’s supporters for grants and donations received between January 1, 2022 and December 31, 2022.

Every effort is made to include all gifts received in 2022, but if a name has been inadvertently omitted or needs to be corrected, please let us know at 213-473-3030 or donations@LTSC.org.
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I recently visited the Terasaki Budokan for a social function and I’m reminded of time, energy, resources, etc... to build space that can positively impact a community.
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Thank you, LTSC, for coordinating assistance to people in need.
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Thank you for your essential and heartfelt services to the precious younger members of our community.
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Jerry Chang
Stanley Chang
Jessica Chang
Ceping Chao and Gary Busted
Emilie chaumillon
Patricia Cheh
Yolanda Chavez
Crystal Chavez-Jones
Kyong Hee Chee
Christine Chen
Vivien Chen
Joy and Cary Cheng
Orson Cheong
Stephanie Cheung
Chevron
Evan Chiang
Ben Chida
Colleen Chikahisa
Rockwell Chin
Leslie Ching
Clara Chiu
Susan Cho
Kevin Choi
Liz Chong
Fernis Chow
Dianne Chow
Bernice Chu
Catherine and Stuart Chuck
Timothy Chuman
Kathy Chuman
Estelle Chun
Linda Chun
Lisa Chun
Aaron Chung
Elena and Eden Chung
Emma Clay
Clif Bar & Company
Brittney Cloer
Misako Colaneri
Taco Tuesday
Lynda Coleman
Phillip Combest
Comcast
Carl Conkle
Michael Conquest
Jeffrey Conrad
Lisa Considine
Moe Cook
Jojo Cooke
Robert and Sharon Coors
Corridor Flow
Nathan Cranton
Jessica Creshaw
Paul Cruz
CSUF NSU
Teresa Curran-Godsil
Phyllis D’Ambra
Justin D’Angelo
Kim Pham
Haven Davis
Simon Davis
Louise de Castro
Samantha de Castro
Rubén Funkahuatl Guevara
Efrain and Janet De La Peza
Barbara De Rubin
Daniel De Santo
Tina Dea
Jaelene Decena
Mathieu DeClercq
Fabiola V. Delgado
Sam Demonteverde
Shari Denham
Chantal Denny
Derek and Jan-Le Uehara
Family Foundation
Desai Family
Carol Diaz
Terrence Diaz
Saeako Dickinson
Larry Dieli
Diversified Alarm Service, Inc.
Evelyn Divinagracia
Jennifer Zemo
Daryl Doami
Christina Doan
Kazuko and James Doizaki
Rose Domingo
Sharon Douglas
Sara Drischler
Haig Dudukgian
Katie Duimstra
Courtney Dyococo
Melissa Dyo
East San Gabriel Valley Japanese Community Center
Dawn Eberly
Wataru and Shuk-Li Ebihara
John Edlow
Judd Matsunaga
Adele Elliott
Craig Ellis
Zachary Ellis
Jennifer Emmensley
Ellen Endo Dizon
Mary Endo
Naomi Endow
Makenna Enomoto
Tatsuko Enomoto
EOS Accountants
Robyn Epstein
Niloo Eskandari
Chris Espinosa
Renato Etrata
Marissa Euperio
Evergreen World
Kazue and Rob Roy McGregor
Geraldine Fagoaga
Lilly Fairweather
Fa-Kaji Family
Hope Fang
Guy and Chizuko Fawatella
Marion Fay
Dante Federici
Revital K Feldman
Maryse Felix
Mark Feng
John Fenlon
Peter Ferrera
Julia Figureira-McDonough
Chris Fitzgerald
Monifa Foluke
Sharon Fong
Kaitlin Fontana
Alyson Ford
Fox Corporation
Anthony Francisco
Sandra and Vincent Frasso
Sophia Fu
Craig Fuchino
Clyde Fugami
Dawn Fuh
Joyce Fujimaki

Thank you for all that you do to support and preserve the culture and heritage of the Japanese-American community.

Thank you for helping the community with providing the information most required.
Thank you for the Alzheimer's Caregiver's Support Group.

Thank you for the loving care and creative vision that you provide our community.
Thank you for your continued efforts in making our community a better place!
Great to finally go to Terasaki Budokan!

Thank you for your great work in the JA community.
Very encouraged by the movement to remove the shame that's associated with mental health.

Thank you for letting us be a part of this.

Marian and Frank Sata
Erin Sato
Roxanne Sato
Wes Sato
Kenilyn Sato
Isabelle Sato
Karen and Sumio Sato
Jennifer Sato-Veloz
Margee Scannell
Tina Schnittger
Leigh Schreiber
Leslie Scott
Liliana Sedano
Jill Sekiguchi
Masakazu Sekine
Betty Seko
Emiko Selapack
Senshin Buddhist Women’s Association
Mary Senzaki
Lynne Seta
Steven F. Seto Fund
Fukiko Setoguchi
Michael and Jill Setsuda
Michael Sevillano
Ann Sewill
Gina Shafer
Neil Shah
Preeti Shah
Reshma Shamasunder
Jean Shibasaki
Raymond and Sharon Shibata
Hisayo Shibata
Yosh Shibayama
Phil Shigekuni
Haruko Shimabukuro
Kenji Shimada
Ellen and Alan Shimamoto
Karl Shimamura
Bruce and Diane Shimano
Noreen Shimano
Joyce and Randy Takahashi
Amy Shimizu
Kana Shimizu and Marion Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Shimizu
Toshi Shimoda
Michael and Linda Shimokaji
Mariko and Steve Shimoyama
Todd Shimoyama
Susan Shinagawa
Kendall Shimoto
Alan and Jean Shinseki
Patsy Shintani
Pauline Shirasu Griffith
Shelley Shiroma
Teddy Shiroma
Robert Shiroma
Barbara Shirota
Jill Shook
Beverly and Henry Shu
Paula Shulman
Cynthia Ho
Carol Sidlow
Caroline and Jim Simmitt
Ben Smith
Joseph Sochet
Lauren Sotetani-Yoshida
Alan Soetikno
Annie Soga
Tom Sogi
Pat Solis
Betty Song
Danielle Song
Stephen Song
Evangeline Song
Joan Song-Nichols
Kai Song-Nichols
David Soo
Joe Soong
Celeste and Randy Tang
Donald Spivack
Spotify
Napassadon Sripromma
Jacquie Stafsudd
Starbucks
Roger Stephens and Laura Toriumi Stephens
Rhonda Stinson
Shannon Stire
Andrew Stranahan
Mara Strong
Nicole Su
Joyce Subject
Craig Suen
Naomi Suenaka Derr
Alan and Suzanne Sugano
Fuku Sugano
Linda Sugawara
Ken and Lily Sugino
Masako Sugimura
Toshitada and Frances Sugiyama
Naomi Sukimoto-Lui
N. Jeanne and William Stevenson
Helen Sun
Halle Sunabe
Chiyoko Sunabe
Jack and Marian Sunabe
Mary and John Sunada
Nina Suzuki
Mica Suzuki
Richard and Noriko Suzuki
Kiyoe Suzuki
Lorraine Suzuki
Scarlet Sy and Eric Olson
Velenzia Sylviana
Carolyn and George Tabata
Norman and Yoshie Tachiki
Anna Tadros
Aileen Taguchi
Derek and Kellie Taguchi
Kara Taguchi
Nancy Takagi
Sumi Takahara
Maureen Takahashi
Yoshiko Takahashi
Edwin Takahashi
Sumiko Takahashi and Yildirim Arkun
Dianne Takao
Donna Takao
Brian Takao
Megumi Takasaki
Caitlin Takata
Eddie and Karen Takata
Paul Takeda
Emiko Takeda and Nora Yamauchi
Julia Takeda
Yukuo Takenaka
Ruby Takeshita
Yuka Takeuchi
Janice Takimoto
Margaret and Dick Takimoto
Keith Takishita
Diane Tan and King Cheung
David Tanabe
David and Vickie Tanabe
Michael Tanaka
Pat Tanaka
Scott Tanaka
Tanaka Farms
Wes Tanaka
Bessie Tanaka
Gail Tanaka
Mitsuyo Tanaka
Stacey and Lee Tanaka
Linda Tanamachi
Kurt Tanemaki
Cathie and Gary Tani
David and Joyce Tanimoto
Cheri Tanimura
Sakae Tanioka
Carol Tanita
Taola
Taryn Tataara
Kim Tatei
Craig and Cheryl Tateishi
Chelle Tateishi
Stephen Taylor
Susan Taylor
Ted Tokio Tanaka Architects
Mamie Kosaka
Ashley Terada
June and Jamie Terao
Mitsuyo Terashima
Ka Thao
Rajkumary Thevarajah
Judith Thomas
Kimianne and Virgil Thomas
Adrienne Thomas
Lucy Thompson
Peter Thompson
Kathleen Thurn
Wendy Toda
David Tokeshi
John Tokeshi
Carol Tokeshi
Irene Tokuhito
Carolyn Tokunaga
Christian Tolentino
Juliana Tom
Michelle Tom
Sandie Tom
James Toma
Sadao Toma
Tania R Torres
Jeannie and Ron Toshima
Reiko Totani
Anh Tran
Christine Phan
Levina Tran
Jacqueline Trejo
Eldwin Truong
David Tsang
Cassandra Tsolis
Marilyn Tsuge
Phillip and Ruth Tsuji
Robert and Teri Tsuji
Carole and Howard Tsujimura
Sumi Tsuno
Lily Tsurumaki
Donna Tucker
Deborah Turner
Robert and Mae Uchida
Russell and Susan Uchiyama
Wayne Ueda
Yuri Uehara and Steven Jabami
UGH
Russell and Miyoko Ukitaka
Keith Umemoto
Bobby Umemoto
UMG
Naomi Uraguchi
Jane Utsumi
Wade Utsumoniya
Jody Uyechi
Naomi Uyeda
Tamiko Uyehara
Gary Uyekawa
Cathy Uyemura
Alden and Teruko Uyemura
Loana Valencia
Elizabeth Valente
Sandra Valladares
Marissa Vensel
Leizel Vergara
Gebb Villamin
Lynne Vinluan
Linh Vo
Vanessa Vukelich
Ken Wada
Momoyo Wada
Robert Wada
Maisha and Alvin Wakasa
Martha Wakasa
Raymond and Janice Waldorf
The Walt Disney Company
Momoyo Walters
Claire Wang
Kay Wang
Karim Wang
Karen Watai
Akimi Watanabe
Thanks for all you do!

Judy Yamato
Nancy Yamauchi
Linda and Gary Yamauchi
Kevin Yamazaki
Francis Yamazaki
Marsha Yambo
Silvia Yan
Michael and Lily Yanagita
Christina Yang
Dai Yang
David Yang
Gary and Akemi Yano
Deborah Yano-Fong
Bobby Yasuda
Tim and Keiko Yasumatsu
Pansy Yee
Ada Yeh
Catherine Yen
Janice Harumi and Chao M. Yen
Clayton Yeung
Christopher Yo
Phyllis Yogi
Bryce and Rosie Yokomizo
Kazuko Yokota
Narumi Yokoyama
Robert and Yukiko Yokoyama
Mitchell Yomemura
Julie and Terry Yoned
Matthew Yomemura
Kelly Yong
Linda Yoon
Mark Yoshida
Lilian Yoshii
Dani Yoshimizu
Robert Yoshimori
Grace Yoshimoto
Leslie Yoshimura
Tomokazu and Kimiko Yoshimura
Betty Yoshimura
Dennis Yoshioka
Cheryl Yoshioka
Sari Yoshioka and Jacob Weder
Richard and Lynn Yoshizumi
Aaron Yota
Denise Yota
Wendy Young
Koari Young
Susan Young
Anne Yu
Tina Yu
Edu Yu
Charissa Yuen
Alan and Alice Yuge
Scott Yun and Evelyn Mar
Ryoko and Yoshiro Yunouye
Mark Yutan and Jean Flores
Carole Zaima
Joanne Zapata
Sessunu Zemo
Brandon Zhu
May Zhu
Thomas Zimberoff
Beverly Zou

Honor Grove

Members of LTSC’s Honor Grove have pledged to make an annual donation in support of LTSC’s Social Services programs.

Bonsai Level: 26+ Years of Giving

Eiko and Young Amano
Anonymous (3)
Everett and Gladys Endow
Alex Fukui
Jerry Fukui
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Mabel Fujita Harman
Dee A. Hayashi
JD Hokoyama
Dr. Kenji Irie
Patricia K. Ishida
Dick and Pauline Kaku
Suzy Katsuda
Tay Kawato
D.K. Kazahaya
Iku Kiyama
Keith Kishiyama
Dawn and Alan Kita
Steve and Akemi Kayleng Knight
Laura Shiozaki Lee
Carol Matsunaga and Steve Ogasa
Dr. Jon and Stephanie Matsunaga
Janet Minami
Joyce Miyabe
Marivic A. Miyashita
Debra Nakatomi and Bob Miymoto
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
Steven and Shirley Ogata
Janice Osumi
Richard Quon
Kitty Sankey
Senshin Buddhist Women’s Association
Paul and Kay Shishima
Lisa Sugino and Jay Rosenthal
Martin and Karen Tachiki
Keith Umemoto
Gary Uyekawa
Gordon and Massumi Yamamoto
Gary and Akemi Yano

Pine Level: 11-15 Years of Giving

Anonymous
Peter Huang
Dennis Kobata and Jan Tokumar
Vien Le
Kathy and Mark Masako
Roy and Setsuko Nakahara
David and Mary Noguchi
Tadoo and Lois Okui
Bradley and Allyson Sakai
Edwin Takahashi

Maple Level: 6-10 Years of Giving

Anonymous
Dennis Arguelles
Lisa Hasegawa
Maya Hayashi and Michael Taila
Toni and Gary Kitazawa
Dave and Terri Mitani and Family
Sandie and Dean Mochinaga
Erich Nakano and Sandra Viera
Susan Omori
Michael and Margie Odanaka
Margaret and Ken Shimada
George Tanaka
Emily and Dan Weaver

Cherry Level: 1-5 Years of Giving

Anonymous
Michael Blend
Akemi Fujimoto
Kambara Family Fund
Reiko Kondo
Kathleen Kubota
Takeshi and Hiroko Matsumoto
Mr. and Mrs. Mits Miyakawa
Chiyoko Sunabe
Michael Tanaka
Bessie Tanaka

Small gift for a good cause.

Robert Yamada
Shig and Alice Yamada
Carole Yamakoshi
Dennis Yamamoto
Jeanne Yamamoto
Melanie Yamamoto
Karen Yamamoto
Rob and Peggy Yamamoto
Gordon and Massumi Yamamoto
Andrew Yamamoto
Geoffrey and Denise Yamamoto
Yukiko Yamamoto
Barbara Yamamoto
Law Offices of David K. Yamamoto
Gary and Sandra Yamamoto
Joy Yamamoto
Kevin Yamazaki
Grace Yamashiro
Roger M. Yamashiro
Keith Yamashiro
Derek and Michelle Hirano
Richard and Joyce Yamashita
Mas Yamashita

Lorene and Mark Miller
Jean and Richard Nishimoto
Jeri Okamoto
John Okita and Michiko Yamamoto
Kaz Ota
Lloyd Kajikawa and Silvina Rubinstein
Glenn and Donna Sanada
Alan and Jean Shinseki
Cooke and Elaine Sunoo
Stacey and Lee Tanaka
Wes Tanaka
Marsha and Gary Watanabe
Linda and Gary Yamashita
Norman and Nora Yamashita
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LTSC Cornerstones

LTSC Cornerstones are monthly donors who provide stability for our programs and allow for immediate response to urgent community needs. Thank you to our supporters who made recurring contributions to LTSC in 2022. Join LTSC Cornerstones today by signing up to give monthly at give.ltsc.org/Cornerstones.

Janée Allsman
Anonymous (8)
Alicia Burr
Ceping Chao and Gary Busted
Ben Chida
Samantha de Castro
Jennifer Emmsley
Dante Federici
Susan Fujisaki
Masami Fukuhara
Robert Guffin
Glenn Hanamaka
Riley Haythorn
Kerin Higa
Meghan Holton
Kathryn Igarashi
Randall Imai
Keith Kato
Traci Kawaguchi
Rosalyn Kawahira
Carolyn Kobayashi
Annette Kondo
Oliver Lee
Lori Magallanes
Susan Mäki
Cynthia Masada
Charlotte and Vince Matsuda
Don Matsumoto
Dee Montalvo
Glenn Morimoto
Mike Murase and June Hibino
Nicole Murph
Erica Namba
Mitchell Ogí
Susan Osá
Alan Ota and Catherine Phillips
Ann Otoide
Bibiana Rosalia
David Sakamoto
Jason and Rachelle Samson
Roy Sanderson
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Michael and Linda Shimokoji
Grant Sunoo and Emily Mayeda
Michael Suzuki
Nina Suzuki
Esther Taira
Kelly and Rintaro Takasu
Yuka Takeuchi
Diana Tani
Chelle Tateishi
Jully Tsai
Loana Valencia
Emily and Dan Weaver
Lesley and Russell Wong
Rob and Peggy Yamamoto
Catherine Yen
Margaret Yonekura

Terasaki Budokan

Supporters who contributed to the Terasaki Budokan in 2022.

George and Helen Abe
Kristen and Rob Abergas
Cindy Abrams
Chris and Doug Aihara
Yae Aihara
Anonymous (14)
Lee Arpilleda
Duane and Shirley Asao
Betty Avila
Theresa Becerra
Kashka Booker
Alisson Booth
Kori Brown
Sky Phoenix
Maxine Cain
California Natural Resources Agency
Capital Group
The Capital Group Companies
Charitable Foundation
Emilio Luc Castillo
Edith Chak
Stephanie Cheung
Efrain and Janet De La Peza
Daniel De Santo
Fabiola V. Delgado
Terrence Diaz
Diversified Alarm Service, Inc.
Evelyn Divinagracia
Richard Dong
Melissa Dyo
East San Gabriel Valley Japanese Community Center
Dawn Eberly
Wataru and Shuk-Li Ebihara
Ellen Endo Dizon
Makkena Enomoto
Chris Espinosa
John Fenlon
Chris Fitzgerald
Craig Furuhata
Beth Fushigihara
Fuku Mortuary
Further Out Group, LLC
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Dina Furumoto
The Furuya Foundation
Yuko Gabe
Goudy Honda
Isela Gracián
Jennifer Hamamoto
Alan and Barbara Hamane
Sang Han
Elaine Ngoc Hang
Elaine Harada
Joana Harris
Jaime Hasama
Tamara Hashimoto
Jeffery and Carolyn Hiraishi
The Hirose Family
Hunt Design
Cheryl Idemoto
Chad Iikura
Hisako Imamura
Paula Imoto
INC NSU
Dianne Ishida
Erica Ishijima
Barbara Ito
Noriaki and Janet Ito
Ito/Ando Family
Jon Iwasaki
Lourdes T. Iwataki
JACom Credit Union
Japanese
Tomo Kadono
Masashi Kamoda
Scott Kaneko
John and Ursula Kanel
Charitable Foundation
Anthony Karapetian
Larry Kata
Kenji and Julia Katayama
Edward Kato
Wade and Elizabeth Kato
Ricky Katsuki
Carolyn Motokane
Sheldon and Naomi Kawahara
Kim Kawaratan
Akira Kawasaki
Glen and Carol Kazahaya
Nina Kin
Kinetica Federal Credit Union
Steve and Akemi Kayleng Knight
Jon Kocker
Brian Kohaya
Masayoshi Kojima
Rumiko Kojima
Robert Kopple
JA Hoops Reunion
Roy and Aileen Kozaki
Debra and Alan Kubota
Joanne and Alan Kumamoto
Yod Kunjaethong
Kevin Kuramoto
Justin and Sharon Kurashima
N.S. Kurihara-Johnson
Catherine Lee
EunSook Lee
Sharon and Allen Lee
Myrna Ling
Lo & Sons, Inc
Karen Loong
Donald Lopez
Helena Lu
Caroline Mack
Norman and Mardy Maehara
Lisa Maki
John Masaaki
Hiroko Matoba
Rev. George and Kay Matsubayashi
Don Matsumoto
Emily Matsumura
Ronald Matsunaga
Laraine Matsuyama
Donna Mayeda
Kenyon Mayeda and I-Wen Lai
Jeffery Mio
Mike and Wendy Miyashima
Laraine Miyata
Ramichael A. Monsod
Dee Montalvo
Joe and Barbara Moreno
Adina Mori-Holt and Whitman Holt
Mayumi and Wilson Morishita
Pauline Morita
Kendra Motoyasu
Ken and Priscilla Mui
Robert Myung
Betty Ann and Willis Nagami
Wayne Nagao
Ayumi Nagata
Courtney Nakamura
Dennis Nakamura
Vernon Nakamura
Alina Nakano
The Kenichi and Takayo Nakase Family Foundation
Nakatani AA Basketball Teams
Mitchell Matsumura
Erikson Nguyen
Justin Nguyen
Nikkei Games
Nikkei Women Legacy Association
Dwight Oda
Roger Oda
Kay and Nancy Oda
Craig and Cindy Ogawa
Diana Ogimachi
Jeri Lyn Okamoto
Ray Okazaki
Kazuto Oki
Noelle Oki
Jennifer Okutake
Ori-Gen
Yuki Otaka
Janet and Earl Otoide
Gary Ouyé
Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment
Kel'lyn Pak
Brandon Paris
Tim and Jeanne Sakata Patterson
Derrick Paul
Anthony Pietromonaco
Mike Polisky and Keiko Kojima
Brenda and Craig Polisky
Kathy Purisma
Van Quach
Tony Quon
The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
Javier Ramirez
Dean Reed
RK Industries Inc.
Alex Robinson
Diana Rosal
Bibiana Rosalia
Kato Ryu
Michelle Saalfeld
Steve Yee and Silvia
Yoshimizu-Yee
Leslie Yoshimura
Jayne and Gideon Young Family
Scott Yun and Evelyn Mar
Mark Yutan and Jean Flores
Joanne Zapata

Changing Tides:
Supporters of LTSC's Changing Tides in 2022.
Glizelda Aalberg
Linda Abe
Richard Abe
Tad Aizumi
Miles Akiyama
Nikki Albanez
Lauryn Alejo
Alf Andersen
Darren Ando
Anonymous (117)
Bob Arimoto
Christy Arimoto
Miki Arlen
APTC
Atlassian
Hector Avendano
Karen Avery
Michael Barraza
Mana Baskovic
Jennifer Bell
Elizabeth Berger
Big Island Eats and Shave Ice
Robbie Bitar
Jeri Broadfoot
Karen Bronson
Jolyn Brooks
Laura Brooks
Cody Brunty
Christine Budzowski
Patrick Buehler
Santos Buenaventura Family
Marc Buhay
Robert Bursick
Helga Byrne
Mark Byrne
CSULB Office of the President
Cara Callan
Linda and Al Calvo
Linda Carrig
Ophelia Carrillo
Joshua Carroll
Terry Carter
Robert Caseres
Vanessa Chacon
Emily Chan
Marsha Chan
May Chan
Shirley Chan
Danielle Chang
Evan Chang
Helen Chang
Jerry Chang
Stanley Chang
Sam's Gift
Emilie Chaumillon
Stuart Chaussee
Patricia Chavez
Crystal Chavez-Jones
Christine Chen
Vivien Chen
Joy and Cary Cheng
Chevron
Evan Chiang
Leslie Ching
Clara Chiu
Susan Cho
Kevin Choi
Liz Chong
Fernis Chow
Dianne Chow
Timothy Chuman
Kathy Chuman
Estelle Chun
Linda Chun
Lisa Chun
Aaron Chung
Elena and Eden Chung
Emma Clay, Trinh Nhu, John Ling, Carl Hartman, Ted Pasquali, and Larry Pasquali
Brittney Cloer
Taco Tuesday
Lynda Coleman
Michael Conquest
Jeffrey Conrad
Lisa Considine
Moe Cook
Jojo Coote
Robert and Sharon Coors
Corridor Flow
Steven Cox and Jennifer King
Paul Cruz
Terese Curran-Godsil
Kim Pham
Haven Davis
Simon Davis
Louise de Castro
Barbara De Rubin
Tina Dea
Jaelene Decena
Mathieu DeClercq
Shari Denham
Desai Family
Jennifer Zemo
Christina Doan
Mark and Tracey Doi
Sansei Legacy
The Mark Doi Family
Rose Domingo
Steve Donahue Family
Sharon Douglas
Sara Drischler
Haig Dudukjian
Katie Duanstra
Courtney Dycoco
Eagle, Globberman and Kodama Foundation
Craig Ellis
Zachary Ellis
Catherine and Stuart Chuck
Robyn Epstein
Niloio Eskandari
Renato Etrata
Marissa Euperio
Evergreen Baptist Church
Evergreen World
Geraldine Fagoaga
Lilly Fairweather
Fa-Kaji Family
Revital K. Feldman
Maryse Felix
Sylvie Felix
Mark Feng
Peter Ferrera
Julia Figueira-McDonough
Jane Fong
Jerry Fong
Lilia Loo Fong
Sharon Fong
Kaitlin Fontana
Alyson Ford
Anthony Francisco
Sandra and Vincent Frasso
Sandra Frasso
Sophia Fu
Clyde Fugami
Dawn Fuh
Gloria Fujita and Patrick O'Brien
Fukui Mortuary
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Li' Furumoto
Dina Furumoto
Ralph and Karen Gambardella
Jack Gang
Ari Garber
Ivan Garcia
Gloria Gee
Jose Gervais
Tracy Gillis
Jake Gómez
Linda Gordon
Tobie Gordon
Jane and Andy Greenthal
Sarah Groh
Diane Guan
CSUF NSU
Diane Guan
Sarah Groh
Diane Guan
Cullen Gunson
Dale Hadagone
Diane Hamachi
Nancy Hamamoto
Mitsu Hamano
Muneo Hamano
Masami and Shinko Hanabusa
Michelle Hanabusa
Pam and Brad Hanson
Judy Hao
Tenyu Hara
Elaine Harada
Vanessa Harrill
Maura Harrington Roggero
J. Leigh Hawley
Anne Hawthorne
Helen Hayase
Diane Hayashino
Riley Haythorn
Memorial Gifts

Donations made to honor the memory of loved ones.

In memory of Bob and Jean Akahori
Ted Akahori

In memory of May Arakake
Paul Inafuku

In memory of Noboru Asayama
Susan Shinagawa

In memory of Deanna Atkinson
Jessica Chang
Bibiana Rosalia

In memory of Marc Chen
Vivien Chen

In memory of Sherrie Chmelka
Robert Bursick

In memory of Linda Dehrer
Tracy Gillis

In memory of Dr. Jack Fujimoto
Hank and Joy Iwamoto

In memory of Glen Hamaguchi
Joyce and Randy Takahashi

In memory of Jack, Janey and Jon Hasama
Dussane Hasama

In memory of Yuk and Jan Hibino
Tom and Mary Ann Hibino

In memory of George Higa
Anonymous

In memory of Toki Hirai
Anonymous

In memory of Mr. Hobbes
Anonymous

In memory of Sachiko Ibusuki
Gary Ibusuki

In memory of William Ishibashi
Anonymous

In memory of Kayoko Ishida
Patricia K. Ishida

In memory of Sumie Ishida
Michael Tanaka

In memory of Philip N. Ito
The Hirose Family
Masashi Kamoda
Joanne and Alan Kumamoto
Vernon Nakamura
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In memory of Jeremy
Anonymous

In memory of Brian Jones
Miki Arlen

In memory of Stephanie Kamegai
Sharon Kamegai Cocita

In memory of Reiko "Rita" Kamegai-Karadi
Minao and Meera Kamegai
Tasha Kamegai-Karadi
Megumi Takasaki

In memory of Tom T. Kamei
Kay Kamei

In memory of David Kameya
Kay Soji

In memory of George Kasamatsu
Ken and Bonnie Kasamatsu

In memory of Ken Kasamatsu
Bill and Ruth Watanabe

In memory of Robert Kikkawa
Anonymous
Pauline Morita
Henreun Nunley

In memory of Nancy Kikuchi
Lisa Burton
Sakura Lee

In memory of Akira Komai
Gail and Tommy Miyasaki

In memory of Kevin Koyanagi
Anonymous
Lisa Considine
Sandra Frasso
Kerilyn Sato
Leigh Schreiber
Cathie and Gary Tani
Blanca Weiss
Robert Yamada

In memory of Keiko Kuida
Sumi Tsuno

In memory of Mitsugi Kuramoto
Craig Okihara

In memory of Joyce Lee
Anonymous
Michael Hong

In memory of Dean Matsubayashi
Betty Avila and Jan Paolo Giuliani
Leslie Ito and Steven Wong
Heodie Joo Burwell
Rev. George and Kay Matsubayashi

Kimberly Min
Dee Montealvo
Yoko Munekata
Ayumi Nagata
Pauline Shirasu Griffith

In memory of Charles H. Mayeda
William Mayeda

In memory of Henry Minami
Janet Minami

In memory of Julie Mochizuki
Tracie Mochizuki

In memory of Hideo Morikawa
Anonymous

In memory of Shigeru Moriuchi
Derek Moriuchi

In memory of Walter H. Moriya
Susan Oka

In memory of Hide and Mitsuko Murase
Terry Ikeda

In memory of David Miyashita
Marivic A. Miyashita

In memory of Tetsuo Murata
Brandon Kitagawa

In memory of Momo Nagano
Dan Kwong

In memory of Evan Nakashige
Anonymous
Dale Hagadone
Jocelyn Nakashige

In memory of S. Stephen & Sally Nakashima
Anonymous

In memory of Koko Nishi
Nobuko Okada

In memory of John and Trudy Nishizui
Westmont Corporation

In memory of Chiyoko Okawauchi
Virginia Okawauchi

In memory of Motohiko Okutomi
Anonymous

In memory of Judy Nishimoto Ota
Barbara Nishimoto
Kaz Ota

In memory of Shizuka Ozawa
Jennifer Fukutomi-Jones

In memory of Monica Quan
Michael Sevillano

In memory of Merilynne Quon
Richard Quon

In memory of Tommy Ramirez
Emiko Kobayashi
Irma Munoz

In memory of Janice Rollins
Anonymous

In memory of Jeanette Kyoko Yamagata Sanderson
Roy Sanderson
Emily and Dan Weaver

In memory of Kevin Sasaki
Gizelda Aalberg
Anonymous (31)

Big Island Eats and Shave Ice
Helga Byrne
Linda Carrig
Robert Caseres
May Chan
Helen Chang
Jerry Chang
Stanley Chang
Stuart Chaussee
Leslie Ching
Lisa Chun
Emma Clay, Trinh Nhhu, John Ling,
Carl Hartman, Ted Pasquali, and
Larry Pasquali
Robert and Sharon Coors
Steve Cox and Jennifer King
Terese Curran-Godisil
Louise de Castro
Tina Dea
Steve Donahue Family
Katie Quinimstra
Craig Ellis
Robyn Epstein
Sylvie Felix
Peter Ferrera
Jerry Fong
Sandra and Vincent Frasso
Ralph and Karen Gambardella
Jose Gervais
Linda Gordon
Tobie Gordon
Jane and Andy Greenthal
Sarah Groh
Diane Guan
Mike Guan
Scott Guan
Cullen Gunson
Diane Hamachi
Pam and Brad Hanson
Sing and Dominga Hong
Daryl Izosaki
Thom and Natalie Jess
Sidney Jones
Earl and Jean Kaiura
Terry Kaiura
Kim Kamiyotsos
Neil Katsura
Kerlan Jobe Orthopaedic
Donna Kido

In memory of Kevin Sasaki
Roy and Karen Mabe
Knopf Family Trust
Andrew Koo
Russell Koshimizu
John and Shelly Kumar
Courtney Kwan
Samantha Lamberg
Lew and Janice Latimer
Lisa Oyama and Gary Lee
Scott Lee
Tracy Lesevar
Michael Lew
Kristie Manibusan
Scott Malden
Eileen and David Mayeda
Michael Mayeda
John Mcbeath
Iris Meister
Joy Mejia
Ani Michalski
The Minato Family
Tracie Mochizuki
Audrey Mok
Wendy Morinishi
Nancy Watanabe Murray
Coleen Nakamura
Sara Needham
Tina Pearce
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Phillips
Tyler Phillips
The Edward J. Phillips Family
Foundation
Katie Polzer
Mee and Larry Quan
Alex and Martha Reynoso
Michael Roh
Gail and Randy Sasaki
Ned Sasaki
Tina Schnitter
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Steven Shin
Christine Smith
Lauren Sodetani-Yoshida
Mara Strong
May Zhu
Nicole Su
Helen Sun
Aileen Taguchi
Derek and Kellie Taguchi
Derek/Kellie/Sofie/Emi Taguchi
and Adrian/Miki/Max/
Ari Nixon
Kara Taguchi
Maureen Takahashi
Pat Tanaka
Kim Tatei
Keith and Cecilia Terasaki
Phillip and Ruth Tsuji
Robert and Teri Tsuji
Sandra Valladares
Kerry Xie
Roger M. Yamashiro
Richard and Joyce Yamashita
Kevin Yamazaki
Francis Yamazaki
Glen Young and Helen Young
Charissa Yuen
Alan and Alice Yuge
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In memory of Walter "The Humming Dentist" Sasaki
Anonymous

In memory of Frank Sasano
Gloria Barraza

In memory of Fudge Sato
Jennifer Sato-Veloz

In memory of Rev. George K. Sato
Carol Sato

In memory of The Shimokaji
and Sugino Families
Michael and Linda Shimokaji

In memory of Nicholas Song
Anonymous (6)
Emily Chan
Sam's Gift
Clara Chiu
Estelle Chun
Shari Denham
Desai Family
Revital K Feldman
Judy Hao
Emily Ho
Betty Hung
Sandra Jung
Chester Kano and Family
Taryn Kato
Deanna Kitamura
Dennis Kobata and Jan Tokumaru
Panda and Lowell Korman
Tammy Lai
Maxton Lam
Cheryl Leu
Mildred Martinez
Howard Ng
Candace Ong
Marcelle Ong
Roxanne Ong
John Park
Edwin Peres da Silva
Austen Rachlis
Robin Rapp
Paula Rodgers
Betty Rodriguez
Robyn Saito
Kerilyn Sato
Preeti Shah
Cynthia Ho
Caroline and Jim Simnitt
Danielle Song
Evangeline Song
Kai Song-Nichols
Bonnie Tang and Greg Song
Mary Tang
Marcus Tanimoto
Peter Thompson
Amy Wong
Noelle Wong
Christina Wu
Clayton Yeung
Matthew Yonemura

In memory of Aiko Sonoda
Anonymous

In memory of Thomas Sunada
Anonymous

In memory of Paul Terasaki
Kenji and Julia Katayama

In memory of Chris Tolentino
Christian Tolentino

In memory of Rev. Howard Toriumi
Roger Stephens and
Laura Toriumi Stephens

In memory of Jerome E. Turner
Deborah Turner
In memory of Charles and Alys
Ukita, and Masatani Mitani
Russell and Miyoko Ukita

In memory of Donald Vergara
Leizel Vergara

In memory of Patrick Wagner
Anonymous

In memory of A. Win
Anonymous

In memory of J Y
Michael Hong

In memory of Mary Sumiko
Muraya and Tom Toshio
Yamagata
Emily and Daniel Weaver

In memory of Staci Tamiko
Yamano Kent
Anonymous (8)
Kellen Brockman
Anne Buckner-Caraballo
Kyong Hie Chee
Justin D'Angelo
Alex Fukui
Kathy and Kenny Ganiko
Janet Yamano-Gonzales
Nora Gorczyca
Keith and Sharon Harada
Danny Jacobson
Grant Jewett
Deborah Kemniskoff
Mitsuyo Kotomori
David Leff
Destr Martino
Hisashi Matsumoto
Ken Matsumoto
Susan McCarter
Sharleen Nakao-Aoki
The Nakatani Family
Keith Obama
Craig and Cindy Ogawa
Susan Ogawa
Claire Raskind and Anthony Ortiz
Stacey Robinson
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Derek and Jan-Ie Uehara Family
Foundation

In memory of Mamo Yamaoka
Alice Kaku
Judy Matsuoki
In memory of Tad Yoshimura
Estate of Tad Yoshimura

---

**Tribute Gifts**

Donations made in honor of people and their celebrations and milestones.

**In honor of Alan Hino**
Darryl Hino
 Ko Igashri

**In honor of Vivian Lee**
Kaori Young

**In honor of Adina Mori-Holt and Whitman Holt**
Kristen and Rob Abergas
Chris and Doug Aihara
Anonymous (5)
Emilio Luc Castillo
Wataru and Shuk-Li Ebihara
The Furuya Foundation
Jean and Monte Furuya
Elaine Harada
Tomoko Kadono
Masayoshi Kojima
Rumiko Kojima
Catherine Lee
Laraine Matsuyama
Mike and Wendy Miyashima
Mitchell Matsumura
Diana Ogimachi
Jeri Lyn Okamoto
Kazuto Oki
Yuki Otaka
Janet and Earl Otoide
Mike Polisky and Keiko Kojima
Brenda and Craig Polisky
Kathy Purisma
Diana Rosal
John Shaffer
Carol Tanita
Mamie Kosaka
Michelle Tom
Michael Tuchin
LucyJo and Josh Wong
Steve Yee and Silvia
Yoshimizu-Yee
Leslie Yoshimura
Scott Yun and Evelyn Mar
Joanne Zapata

**In honor of Jessica Chang**
Stephen Taylor

**In honor of Changing Tides**
John and Shirley Nakaki

**In honor of Kwan Mui Cheng**
Kelvin Lee

**In honor of Phantom Chopstick**
Taco Tuesday

**In honor of Robert Fujisaki**
Pauk Takeda

**In honor of Shigeru Fukuyama**
Leslie Hayakawa

**In honor of Kanako Imamura**
Grace Interlchia

**In honor of Tae and Claire Kitayama Kang**
Janet and Keith Gillespie

**In honor of traci kato-kiriyama**
Jenny Yang

**In honor of Steve Kawasaki**
Donna Tucker

**In honor of Barbara Kim**
Anonymous

**In honor of George C. King Lee**
Anonymous

**In honor of Ryan Lee**
Dennis Nakamura

**In honor of Marlo Madlangbayan**
Ari Garber

**In honor of Mark Masaoka**
Paul Ahrens

**In honor of Mike Murase**
Chris and Doug Aihara
Anonymous (5)
Mia Barnett
Jessica Crenshaw
Rubén Funkhautatl Guevara
Marion Fay
Leslie and John Hayashi
Clement Hanami and
Christina Tatsugawa
Elaine Harada
Mary Ann Heimann
Shirley Hibino
Alice Ishigame-Tao and Alan Tao
Leslie Ito and Steve Wong
Noelle Ito
Dolly Ito Oishi and Rick Oishi
Mizu Katayama
Stefanie Kawasaki
Dennis Kobata and Jan Tokumaru
Chris Komai and Qris Yamashita
Jenni Kuida and Tony Osumi
Jeffrey and Julie Lee
Kathy and Mark Masaoka
In honor of Twerky Turtle
Michael Conquest

In honor of Andrew V.
Rhonda Stinson

In honor of Bill Watanabe
Mabel Fujita Harman

In honor of Joe Yamagawa
Carol Sidlow
Taryn Tatara

In honor of Kyle Yamashiro
Derek and Michelle Hirano

In honor of Warren Yamashita
Anonymous
Muneo Hamano
Pat Hosokawa

In honor of Coach David Yanai
John and Ursula Kanel Charitable Foundation
Nakatani AA Basketball Teams

Matching Gifts:
Thank you to these companies for matching donations to LTSC in 2022. Thousands of companies “match” employee charitable contributions and volunteer hours with corporate dollars. Learn more at LTSC.org/MatchingGifts.

AARP
Abbott Laboratories
Anonymous (3)
Apple Inc.
Ares Management LLC
AT&T
Atlassian
The Boeing Company
Bristol Myers Squibb
California Community Foundation
The California Wellness Foundation
Chevron
Cisco
Clif Bar & Company
Comcast
Edison International
EOS Accountants
Fox Corporation
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Foundation
KLA Foundation
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Marsh & McLennan Companies
MasterCard
MUFG Union Bank
Oracle
Pacific Life Foundation
Paramount
The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
PlayStation Cares
Riot Games
SoCalGas / Sempra
Spotify
Ted Tokio Tanaka Architects
Toyota
UGH
Universal Music Group
The Walt Disney Company
Weingart Foundation

Legacy Partners:
A dedicated group of donors who have included LTSC in their planned giving. There are many ways to become a Legacy Partner, including naming LTSC in your will, making LTSC a beneficiary of your life insurance policy, or creating a charitable remainder trust. Learn more at LTSC.org/Planned-Giving.

Grace Andow
Anonymous
Walter Douglas III
Elise Dozen
Dick H. and Lily M. Fujioka
Herbert Hamako
Yoichi Hayashi
Fred and Irene Hoshiyama
Sho Iino
Delmer Clarence Kallberg
May Kambara
Midori Kamei
Nancy Kikuchi
Steve and Akemi Kayleng Knight
Jane and Takashi Makinodan
Thomas Matsunaga
Harry Mitsuuchi
Kinuyo Kay Mori
Norie Morita
Kayoko Morrey
Warren Wong and Trisha Murakawa
Jean and Richard Nishimoto
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
Yone Nobe
Lilly Nomura
Michael and Margie Odanaka
Mary Oi
Yoko Okada Hayashi
George A. Okamoto
Jeri Okamoto
May Porter
James and Clarice Shimizu
Sam and Kuniko Shimoguchi
Mariko Shimozu
Wallace Takata

Vehicle Donations:
The proceeds from car donations support LTSC’s programs and services. Learn more at LTSC.org/Cars.

Felipe Calderon
Church of Perfect Liberty
EunSook Lee
Mia and Gregory Lockwood
Craig and Raquel Matsubayashi
Jennifer Mordecai
Karen Morita
Tadashi Nakase
Clint Saiki
Bill Sanderson
Garrett Suemori
Ted Suzukamo
Wesley Tom
Nori Utsunomiya
Ron Wakasa
Barbara Yamamoto
Clarence Yoshida
Eileen and Dan Yoshimura

In-Kind Gifts:
In-kind donations greatly add to the success of our fundraising events, which support LTSC’s mission and programs. If you would like to make an in-kind contribution to a future fundraising event, please email donations@LTSC.org.

Lisa Ahara
Michelle Kim
Anonymous
B & B Toy Maker Inc.
Big Island Candies
Big Island Eats and Shave Ice
Bourbon Foods USA
Mariko Brankow
Brewyard Beer Company
B & B Toy Maker Inc.
CCT Youth Giving Circle
Century Wellness Studio
Corita Art Center
Carol Diaz
Mark and Tracey Doi
East West Players
Event Fundraisers:
Fundraising events play an essential role in supporting LTSC’s programs and strengthening community ties. We are grateful to all our event sponsors, donors, attendees, and volunteers for making our 2022 fundraisers a success!

Thank you to the sponsors of Sake on the Rocks 2022!

Honorees
Citi
Wesley Clinics
Tad Yoshimura (in memorium)

Reception Sponsor
U.S. Bank

Stage Sponsor
Walton Construction Inc.

Daiginjo Super Premium Sponsors
City National Bank
Gonsaku and Mine Ito Family
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Keith and Cecilia Terasaki
MUFG Union Bank

Ginjo Premium Sponsors
AMJ Construction Management
Annenberg Foundation
Barker Management Inc.
The California Wellness Foundation
Carde Ten Architects
Kinecta Federal Credit Union
Le Saito Tanaka: Private Wealth Group
Perfect Parking, Inc.
United Way of Greater Los Angeles

Junmai Pure Rice Sponsors
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
California Bank & Trust
FIA Insurance Services, Inc.
FSY Architects
Fukui Mortuary
Kanai Foundation
Keiro
Kiyohara & Takahashi, CPAs
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
TELACU Residential Management
Drs. David and Donna Uyehara

Jizake Artisan Sponsors
Aihara & Associates / ori-gen
Insurance Services

Corporation for Supportive Housing
Dauby O’Connor & Zaleski, LLC
East West Bank
Enterprise
Isela Gracian and Family
Japanese American Cultural & Community Center
Koning Eizenberg Architecture, Inc.
Kubota Mortuary
Little Tokyo Towers
Onishi and Associates

Community Benefactor
Aratani Foundation

Community Partners
Asian American Drug Abuse Program
East West Players
Go for Broke National Education Center
Japanese American National Museum
Kira Conlon
Koreatown Youth & Community Center, Inc.
The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles

Underwriting Sponsors
Genesis LA - Collectable Item Sponsor
Japanese American Bar Association - Volunteer Food and Beverage
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, Los Angeles - Wristband Sponsor
Kondo Wealth Advisors - Ticket Sponsor
Low Income Investment Fund - Program Booklet Sponsor
Nikkei Senior Gardens - Gift Bag Sponsor
Yamate, Iiyama & Moomey Family - Sake Cups Sponsor

Thank you to the sponsors of the Terasaki Budokan 2022 Golf Tournament!

Title Sponsor
Undefeated Foundation

Lunch Sponsors
Fukui Mortuary
Sharon and Allen Lee

Cart Sponsor
KGS Electronics

Gold Sponsors
Continuum Partners
Jayne and Gideon Young Family
Ritchie and Keri Tuazon
Yama Seafood

Silver Sponsors
Chris and Doug Aihara
Ori-Gen
Andrew and Chantel Uchida

Thank you to the sponsors of The Ripple Effect: Walk for Suicide Prevention!

Gold Sponsors
CSULB Office of the President
TruEd Consulting

Silver Sponsors
Asian Americans Advancing Justice
Keiro
Kinecta Federal Credit Union

Bronze Sponsors
Sansei Legacy
Yellow Chair Collective

Thank you to the sponsors of Supportive Housing's 2022 fundraiser!